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“The vice called surrealism is the immoderate and passionate use of the drug which 
is the image.” (Louis Aragon)

Imagine an exhibition with paintings of Brian Calvin in Paris and during the opening one 
would follow bits of conversations between guests coming from different worlds. Philip 
Guston for instance, would explain to Louis Aragon how we inherited ‘back in the future’ 
the myth of abstract art: “There is something ridiculous and miserly in the fact that 
painting is autonomous, pure and for itself. Painting is ‘impure’. It is the adjustment of 
‘impurities’ which forces its continuity. We are image-makers and image-ridden.” Aragon 
would agree with the last words, smile and walk further. A number of small paintings with 
lips, entitled Mouthfeel, caught his eye. 

One thousands miles of waves of suns further and looking at the new paintings of Brian 
Calvin feels both strange and familiar at the same time. First about the strangeness, 
maybe, because we see the sun revolving around the earth but we know the opposite 
is true. We see first, but we see ‘twin infinitives’ walking through the exhibition space 
and gazing at his paintings. Eyes look at us, they follow our gaze going from painting to 
painting. We relate to what we see. The thinking and the words come later: we know 
these acrylic painted eyes can’t look at us. 
I will try to explain this in another way: we see the multiplication of figures, eyes and 
lips on the canvases, but they always feel – even when seen together – like infinitive. 
This strangeness is reinforced because of what seems to be an undetermined number 
of twins. Are you still following? I will move to the familiarity right away. We are looking 
at the compositions of Brian Calvin and I can actually quite agree with the comment that 
painting is a conversation and therefore definitely not a monologue. A painting is never 
closed. You can always ‘plunge into’ a painting over and over again. Nothing stops you 
from carrying on thinking about a painting, continuing the course of the ‘thinking hand’. 
You can hold a private conversation with a painting. Again and again, the painter and the 
viewer are twins in an undetermined way.

Brian Calvin’s painted world is familiar because it speaks to different generations at 
the same time. There’s a painterly affiliation with the so-called flatness of form in Alex 
Katz’s research, together with a Warholian legacy of image making. It’s also possible to 
relate to another mindset and have lo-fi music sounds guiding you through his painted 
representations. Thirty, forty, fifty years of music resonating in one painted detail for 
instance. Look at the fingers or the cigarettes, the ‘gloss’ on the lips: is it a still-life, or 
is it you driving on the highway and listening to the radio? Recently, I saw a youngster 
staying more than one hour in a Brian Calvin exhibition. Walking around, alone, looking in 
a concentrated way at each painting. Maybe he related to the fact that the paintings and 
himself too have become image-ridden, image-makers in the 21th century? 
You are guided by images walking through an exhibition of Brian Calvin. You are trying 
to recapture something and at the same moment encounter a specific transformation. 
That’s because we can all relate to the concentration on the object that is transformed on 
the canvas. Maybe that’s part of the so-called thingness of images? 

One example: look at the painted buttons on the new paintings, the uniqueness of each 
one of them. A button is fashion, but it’s also a circle, it’s another circle, and another 
circle, together with another circle and another circle. Twin infinitives? Yes, I agree. To 
paint. 
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